
Dear Dick, 	 4/24/91 

We appreciate your phoning yesterday to see how we are. Thanks. 

*1' - -I-then mentioned that perhaps at some point David may have an interest in part set 

0/62-117290, the sections I have of the 41's end of itd correspondence with the House 

assassins committee relating to its(ing investigation. (Hardly *he word for it!) 

I know now that some sections have not been provided and I'll ask Halm to r)wenk 

and list what is missing. 

Section 21 has 13 parts. FA just finished skimming the third. I'd have liked to 

take tine to read it all but didn't, couldn't. It includes much of the nasty political 

stuff on King. Meaning what HSGS asked to see. 

In this I've notice .a few things that in various ways might be of usefulness to 

David. I'll enclose them. In a few moments we have to leave to shop and we expect 

company not long after we return so I'm not including explanations. If he does not see 

why I'm sending these if he'll return then or copies :$11 write and explain. 	66 
that may not be obvious ge‘ck to my alerting him they misuse of thexdt files 

to hide electronic surveillances. On these I see for the first time I can recall that 

there is a sub-66 file for dissemination. Because one of those was disclosed to me in 

my King lawsuit I'll ask Helen to copy my copy so I can compare them, see if this was 

masked and withheld. 

This section also includes mme,of the nasty FBI memos on tang that it disseminated. 

from Some of the records are from lideg "Official and Confidential" files. I think I have 
A 

what was disclosed on King. It may be that Loser has or can get and copy all of that 

special office file that was disclosed. Hoover's former secretary, Helen Ganley, testi-

fied that she destroyed his "Pdreonal and Oonfidential" files. 

I have seen no reference to Malcolm X in this file, messing what 4- have of it. There 

have been a few references to NOL but nothing that took my attention. 

Best to you all, 


